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1. INTRODUCTION 
This statistical analysis plan (SAP) contains definitions of analysis populations, 

derived variables and statistical methods for the analysis of effectiveness and 

safety in this clinical study. This SAP specifies the pre-planned analyses and 

serves as the base for the clinical study report.  

 

1.1 Study Objective 

This study is designed to compare the effectiveness of long-acting beta agonists 

(LABA)/inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) vs. tiotropium/ICS in delaying the time to 

exacerbation in Black patients with asthma. 

 

1.2 Study Outcomes 
1.2.1 Primary Outcome 

The primary study outcome is time to asthma exacerbation, defined as an event 

of worsening asthma requiring oral or parenteral corticosteroids, such as 

unscheduled physician visit, ER visit, hospitalization or physician judgment of 

clinical asthma status over the course of follow-up. These will be captured by 

subject self-report directly to the study staff during protocol-specified clinic 

visits or via monthly questionnaires followed by RN phone calls to confirm. 

The Asthma Exacerbation Questionnaire (AEX) was designed by the study PIs 

to assist with the capture of asthma exacerbations and deteriorations.  This 

questionnaire is administered during each protocol-specified clinic visit and is 

sent to the study subjects each month for completion at home. The subjects are 

then responsible for mailing each completed AEX questionnaire to the Site 

Management group, Olmsted Medical Center (OMC).  A ‘yes’ response to any 
of the first four questions on the AEX questionnaire triggers a telephone call by 

one of the OMC RNs during which a standard interview is conducted to 

ascertain specific information relevant to the potential event.  Subject responses 

are then entered into the Inform database on the AEX-ADT form which uses an 

algorithm to determine if an exacerbation, deterioration or neither has occurred.  

This method allows for uniformity of assessment of a potential event across all 

subjects.  All exacerbations and deteriorations reported in the primary analysis 

will be pulled from the AEX-ADT form from the BELT Inform database. The 
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following algorithm was used to determine if an exacerbation, deterioration or 

neither has occurred:  

Status = Exacerbation  

      If Worsening = Yes and (Steroids=Yes or Hospitalization=Yes)  

      
Status= Deterioration 

       If Worsening = Yes and (Increase controller therapy for 2 or more days = 

Yes or Increase study medication for 2 or more days = Yes or Increase in rescue 

bronchodilator = Yes or ER visit = Yes) and Steroids = No and Hospitalization = 

No.  

       
      Else Status = Neither exacerbation nor deterioration (for example, if 

Worsening = No) 

 

If adjudicated exacerbation/deterioration status is available, it will trump the 

algorithm outcome. The process of identifying and adjudicating cases will be 

described in other document(s).   

 

1.2.2 Secondary Outcomes 
1.2.2.1 Health Related Quality of Life (HRQOL): AQLQ 

Quality of Life is an important measure for use in evaluation of clinical 

effectiveness, as it assesses the functional problems that are troublesome to 

individuals with asthma. The AQLQ has been fully validated, with excellent 

test-retest reliability, cross-sectional validity, and longitudinal validity. In 

addition, the minimal important difference has been evaluated and found to be 

0.5. (Juniper 1994) Prior evaluations have demonstrated that the correlation 

between HRQOL as assessed by the AQLQ and other measures of asthma such 

as FEV1 and day and nighttime symptoms are low suggesting that the AQLQ 

identifies unique attributes not fully explained by these other variables. The 

AQLQ is extensively used in clinical trials of asthma interventions including 

studies demonstrating the benefits of long acting beta agonists to ICS (Juniper 

2002). 

1.2.2.2 Asthma Control: ACQ6 

In addition to HRQOL, the assessment of asthma control is a key outcome in the 

assessment and management of asthma interventions. The ACQ has strong 

discriminative and evaluative properties; it can detect small differences between 

patients with different levels of asthma control and it is very sensitive to within-

patient change in asthma control over time. The minimal important difference 
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has been defined for the ACQ; a change or difference in score of 0.5 is the 

smallest that can be considered clinically important. The ACQ is able to identify 

the adequacy of asthma control in individual patients; for well-controlled 

asthma, the optimal cut-point is 0.75 (NPV 0.85) and inadequately controlled 

asthma, the optimal cut-point is 1.25 (PPV 0.88) (Juniper 2006). Patients are 

asked to recall how their asthma has been during the previous week and to 

respond to the symptom and bronchodilator use questions on a 7-point scale     

(0=no impairment, 6=maximum impairment). The questions are equally 

weighted and the ACQ score is the mean of the six questions and therefore 

between 0 (totally controlled) and 6 (severely uncontrolled). 

 

1.2.2.3. Preference Based Quality of Life: Asthma Symptom Utility Index 

The preference based HRQOL instrument, the Asthma Symptom Utility Index 

(ASUI) includes an assessment of the preference of individuals for alternative 

health states or outcomes, and reflects the tradeoff or net effect of the positive 

and negative aspects of the health state from the respondent’s point of view. In 
addition, preference based measures provide a common unit of analysis and 

thereby allow the outcomes of different types of programs to be compared on the 

same scale. The instrument contains 11-items designed to assess the frequency 

and severity of four asthma symptoms (cough, wheeze, dyspnea, and awaken at 

night) and side effects, weighted according to patient preferences. (Revicki 

1998) The ASUI has been previously studied in large multicenter clinical trials 

(Boushey 2005).  

 

1.2.2.4 Symptom Free Day 

The symptom-free days, the count of symptom free days in the past two weeks, 

has been successfully employed in large clinical trials (Evans 1999, Lozano 

2004, Guilbert 2006). In addition, the SFD has been recommended as the 

optimal outcome for CEA by the National Asthma Education and Prevention 

Task force on cost-effectiveness of asthma care and is included in the 

recommended outcome by the Health Resources and Services administration 

(HRSA) sponsored asthma collaborative. One limitation of the SFD is that the 

instrument weights each of the symptoms evenly; a patient who has an 

exacerbation is counted equally to a patient who has shortness of breath and this 
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is why assessment using a preference based HRQOL instrument, the ASUI, will 

be included in the evaluation of subjects. Another limitation is the complexity of 

the questions and the complex logic pattern for answers.  Due to these 

limitations we will score the number of symptom free days by subtracting the 

answer to question #4 from 14 (the number of days assessed). The SFD score 

will be the response to question #4, divided by 14 and multiplied by 365.  

Additional analyses will include assessing the internal validity of the SFD 

questionnaire by comparing, where possible, to other assessments of days with 

symptoms in the “past two weeks.” 

1.2.2.5 FEV1 

We seek to assess whether Blacks in general, or Arg16Arg Blacks in specific, 

will have diminished improvement in airway function when LABA is added to 

ICS compared with tiotropium. We will determine if the change in FEV1 

compared to baseline visit is greater in patients on ICS/TIO when compared to 

those on ICS/LABA, both in liters and in % predicted values. On visit two we 

will assess bronchodilator response after withhold to obtain additional 

characterization information. This change in FEV1 has been shown to predict 

responsiveness to therapy and correlates well with asthma severity (Szefler 

2003, Boushey 2005).  

 

1.2.2.6 Rescue Medication Use 

Use of rescue medication in patients with asthma is considered to be a sign of 

poor asthma control that would warrant consideration of a change in therapy and 

is associated with asthma exacerbations (NAEPP 2007). We will keep track of 

rescue medication use as a sign of asthma control by evaluating the number of 

puffs per day of albuterol as reported in the prior week on the monthly 

questionnaires. Number of puffs of short-acting bronchodilator per day will be 

obtained from Question 6 of the ACQ. Daily numbers will be obtained as the 

averages of the ordinal categories selected: 

None = 0 puffs 

1-2 puffs most days = 1.5 puffs 

3-4 puffs most days = 3.5 puffs 
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5-8 puffs most days = 6.5 puffs 

9-12 puffs most days = 10.5 puffs 

13-16 puffs most days = 14.5 puffs 

More than 16 puffs most days = 17 puffs 

 

1.2.2.7 Asthma Deteriorations The primary outcome for this study will be 

asthma exacerbations as defined above in 1.2.1. As a secondary outcome, the 

investigators will analyze the asthma-related events that are not severe enough to 

meet the above criteria for severity (exacerbation criteria) and those will be 

called asthma deteriorations. An asthma deterioration results in a temporary 

change in treatment (eg SABA, ICS, LTRA), in an effort to prevent the 

deterioration from becoming severe. An asthma deterioration is an increase in 

symptoms that does not result in any of the actions that would define an asthma 

exacerbation but includes one or both of the following: 1. Two days or more of 

an increase in either usual asthma medications (ICS, LTRA, LABA or LAMA) 

or rescue medications (SABA), 2.  An ER visit for asthma (e.g. for sick care), 

not given  systemic corticosteroids and not resulting in a hospitalization. 

 
 
1.3 Study Population 

This study will enroll adults over the age of 18 with clinical history consistent 

with asthma who are receiving ICS/LABA combination therapy or ICS 

monotherapy who are able to provide informed consent and undergo pulmonary 

function tests. 

1.4 Study Design 
This is a prospective, randomized, parallel group, open-label trial comparing the 

effectiveness of LABA/ICS vs. tiotropium/ICS in delaying the time to 

exacerbation in Black patients with asthma followed for 6 to 18 months. The 

study is designed to use real-world outcomes that are important to the patient 

and health care system (exacerbations) as well as to assess the impact of the 

interventions on important patient-reported outcomes, including health related 

quality of life and asthma control. Not more than 1500 Black asthmatic patients 

>18 years old will be enrolled at 15 clinical sites (5-10 additional sites will be 

identified should enrollment lag at any of the practices). 
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Subjects who are eligible to participate and provide informed consent will be 

randomized to treatment and enrolled in the study. They will undergo study 

procedures at the Baseline/Randomization visit, including a medical history and 

concomitant medication assessment, spirometry measures, study questionnaire 

completion, and saliva collection. Genomic DNA will be collected at the first 

study visit utilizing the Oragene Saliva DNA self-collection kit (to identify 

patients who harbor the arginine polymorphism). The assigned medication will 

be prescribed and subjects will be provided education regarding filling the 

prescription and taking the medication, as well as information on completing 

monthly questionnaires and the next follow-up office visit.  

Follow-up duration will vary from 6 months to 18 months (see Table 1 below), 

depending upon when a subject was enrolled. Following the initial study visit, 

some subjects will have three subsequent office visits at the study site over the 

course of the study at 1, 6, and 12 months from randomization. For those 

subjects being followed for longer than 12 months, an additional close-out 

follow-up visit will occur at 14, 16, or 18 months.  For those subjects enrolled 

from July of 2012 through October of 2012, the fourth study visit will occur at 8 

or 10 months, and for subjects enrolled in November or December of 2012, the 

third study visit at 6 months will be the last study visit.  

 

Table 1 Timing of visits  

Enrollment 

Month(s) 

Visit One 

Randomization 

Visit Two  

(1 mo ± 10 d) 

Visit Three 

(6 mo ± 10 d) 

Visit Four 

(8-12 mo ± 10 d) 

Visit Five 

Final 

Close-Out 

Visit at 

14, 16, or 

18 mo  ± 

10 d) 

3/2011 –
10/2011 

X X X 12 months 18 months 

11/2011 – 

12/2011 

X X X 12 months 16 months 

01/2012 – 

02/2012 

X X X 12 months 14 months 

03/2012 – 

06/2012 

X X X 12 months NA 

07/2012-

08/2012 

X X X 10 months NA 

09/2012-

10/2010 

X X X 8 months NA 

11/2012- X X X NA NA 
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12/2012 

 

Study procedures will be repeated at each follow-up visit (as outlined below in 

Table 2), subject safety will be assessed, medication adherence will be reviewed, 

and the assigned medication will be prescribed again as needed. 

Between these visits, the subjects will complete monthly questionnaires. Certain 

questions on these questionnaires will be monitored by the DCC for safety 

signals and, if needed, the OMC and sites will be prompted to contact subjects to 

assess safety. 
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1.5 Hypotheses and Sample Size Determination 
 

1.5.1 Primary Hypothesis: Specific Aim 1 
The study will compare the effectiveness of LABA/ICS vs. Tio/ICS in delaying 

the time to exacerbation in Black patients with asthma. It is hypothesized that 

the time to exacerbation during the course of the study (ranging from 6 to 18 

months) will be significantly delayed in the LABA/ICS group as compared to 

the Tio/ICS group.  

The sample size for this study was determined assuming constant hazards 

corresponding to annual event rates of 0.15 in the LABA/ICS arm and 0.21 in 

the Tio/ICS arm. With these assumptions, to attain 80% power with the two-

sided log-rank test conducted at the 0.05 level, we need an evaluable sample of 

575 patients per arm, or 1150 total. If 1500 subjects are enrolled (1274 

evaluable, 637 per arm) after accounting for 15% loss to follow-up, the power of 

the study would be 85%. 

The event rate of 0.15 was calculated from Bailey's reported annual rate of 0.20 

exacerbations in Blacks on LABA/ICS (Bailey 2008), decreased by 25%, since 

Bailey had included changes in PEF as part of the definition of exacerbations. 

The assumption that 75% of the exacerbations reported by Bailey would meet 

our definition was based on the proportion of different types of exacerbations 

reported by Pauwels (Pauwels 1998).The corresponding annual rate in the 

Tio/ICS arm was set after consulting experts in asthma and asthma guidelines, 

and the assumptions made by the NIH Asthma Clinical Research Network in its 

Salmeterol or Corticosteroids Study (Lazarus 2001). In that study, the sample 

Table 2 Schedule of Visits  
 Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 3 Visit 4 Visit 5 
Informed Consent X     
I/E Criteria Assessment X     
Study Questionnaires (ACQ, AQLQ, 
ASUI, ASFDQ) 

X X X X X 

Saliva Collection X     
Medical History X     
Concomitant Medications X X X X X 
Spirometry X X† X X X 
Med Prescribed/Pt Education X  X   
Pregnancy Test (Female Subjects) X X X X X 
Safety Assessment  X X X X 
Med Adherence Assessment  X X X X 
† Bronchodilators should be withheld if not precluded by asthma symptoms  
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size was set to have 80% power, at a p<0.05, to detect a 20% or greater 

treatment failure rate in the LABA arm vs. a 5% rate in the ICS arm. 

Considering the fact that our failure rate over the year is likely to be 15% 

detecting a difference between Tio/ICS and LABA/ICS if Tio/ICS reaches 21% 

appears appropriate. Clinically, we would not consider LABA/ICS superior to 

Tio/ICS if the Tio/ICS exacerbation rate were less than 21%, especially in the 

context of the potential risks of LABA/ICS in this population. 

 

1.5.2 Primary Genetic Hypothesis: Specific Aim 2 , 
It is hypothesized that in the LABA/ICS arm, time-to-exacerbations and 

exacerbation rates will differ according to the presence of the arginine 

polymorphism, with highest rates in the Arg/Arg group and lowest rates in the 

Gly/Gly group. At the same time, there will be no such differences in the 

Tio/ICS arm. We also will conduct separate analyses within the two treatment 

arms. Additional analyses will compare LABA/ICS to Tio/ICS within each of 

the three genotypic groups. 

Assuming variability around the estimated hazard ratios similar to what was 

observed in the Palmer study [Palmer 2006], and evaluable sample size of 637 

subjects per arm, we will have 80% power to detect an increase of hazard of 

approximately 1.45 per each copy of the Arg polymorphism. Furthermore, the 

evaluable sample size of 637 per arm, will give us 80% power to detect a 1.65 

increase in the group specific ordinal hazard in the LABA/ICS arm as compared 

to the Tio/ICS arm using a two-sided test at the 0.05 level. 

 
 
 
 
2 PLANNED ANALYSIS 

 

2.1 Analysis Populations 
 

Site 019 was dropped (N= 43) due to issues as determined by independent quality audit. 

Data collected at the site will not be included in any efficacy analysis.  
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Intent-to-Treat (ITT) Analysis Set: The ITT set includes all randomized 

subjects, regardless of whether a patient had missed visits or questionnaires, 

discontinued study medication or prematurely dropped out from the study.  

Per Protocol (PP) Analysis Set: The Per Protocol set includes all randomized 

patients meeting the inclusion/exclusion criteria, who are at least 50% compliant 

with the study medication during their entire follow-up (i.e. they have been on 

study medication for at least 50% of time on study as determined by 

combination of data from Clincard, site coordinator’s information and pharmacy 
information not collected through Clincard) and who completed at least 4 

months of questionnaires OR completed the 6 Month (or greater) study visit. 

 

2.2 Methods of Analysis  
 

All descriptive statistical analyses will be performed using SAS statistical 

software (version 9.1 or higher), unless otherwise noted.  

Data collected in this study will be documented using summary tables.  Statistics 

for continuous variables will include mean, median, standard deviation, 

minimum, maximum, and sample size for each treatment group, and two-sided 

95% confidence intervals of the mean difference between the treatment groups. 

Binary variables will be described with frequencies, percentages, and two-sided 

95% confidence intervals of the difference in percentages between treatments. 

For time-to-event data, Kaplan-Meier estimates at the indicated time points will 

be displayed along with 95% confidence intervals for the difference in the 

estimates along with log rank test results. In addition, survival curves will be 

constructed for all time to event endpoints using Kaplan-Meier methods. In 

addition, time-to-event outcomes will be summarized using the annualized mean 

occurrence based on the Poisson model.     

Unless otherwise specified, p-values for comparisons will be as follows: 

1.  Two independent samples t-test or Wilcoxon rank-sum test for continuous   

parameters; 

2.  Chi-square test of independence for binary comparisons unless the number of 

events is less than 10, in which case Fisher’s exact test will be used; 

3.  Cochran Mantel-Haenszel Modified Ridit Scores for non-time-to-event 

categorical variables with >2 categories 
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      - Nominal variables will be compared using the General Association p-value 

      - Ordinal variables will be compared using the Row Mean Score p-value 

4. Log-rank test for first occurrence of time-to-event variables; 

5. Normal approximation z-test from the Poisson regression for time-to-event 

variables with more than one occurrence.  

All statistical tests and/or confidence intervals, as appropriate, will be performed 

at α=0.05 (2-sided) unless specified otherwise.  All p-values reported will be 

rounded to three decimal places. 

No imputation methods will be used to infer missing values of any baseline 

variables.   

 

2.3 Primary Endpoint Analysis  
 

2.3.1 Primary Outcome: Specific Aim 1 
The primary analysis of the primary outcome of time to asthma exacerbation 

during follow-up will be analyzed using a log-rank test.  The two-sided log-rank 

test will be conducted at the 0.05 level of significance. If a patient experienced 

more than one asthma exacerbation, the time to the first exacerbation will be 

used.  For the primary analysis, patients discontinuing the study without the 

event of interest will be censored at the time of their discontinuation. For 

patients who missed their last study visit, were not lost to follow up, and did not 

report an exacerbation, the last time at which they were known not to have 

experienced an exacerbation (exit date) will be used as their end of follow-up. 

For patients who missed their last study visit, were lost to follow up, and did not 

report an exacerbation, the last time at which they were known not to have 

experienced an exacerbation (last questionnaire, visit, or contact) will be used as 

their end of follow-up.  

The start date of an exacerbation will be the date steroids were started or the date 

a hospitalization started (if both occurred the earliest date will be chosen). If the 

exact day of the exacerbation by the above criteria is unknown, but the week is 

known, then the Wednesday of the week that the exacerbation/deterioration 

started will be used as the start date.  
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A detailed sensitivity analysis will be conducted adapting the pattern-mixture 

idea with offset described by Little et al. []. A simple parametric model 

(exponential or similar) will be fit to the complete case data to calculate 

distributional parameters separately for each treatment arm.  Then these 

parameters will be varied in the two treatment arms and time-to-event will be 

simulated for subjects with incomplete follow-up. The data augmented in this 

manner will be used to generate the final test statistics and the decision to reject 

or not reject the null hypothesis will be displayed on a two-dimensional plot 

with the distributional parameters serving as the axes.  

A secondary analysis will compare the two treatment arms after adjusting for 

age, gender, baseline FEV1, and geographic location. Cox proportional hazards 

regression will be employed. Interaction of treatment and geographic location, 

treatment and baseline age, and treatment and baseline BMI will be tested to 

assess effect size modification.   

Another secondary analysis of the primary outcome will focus on the annualized 

mean rate of exacerbations and will be based on a Poisson regression model with 

time as an offset. All exacerbations experienced by each patient during follow-

up will be included in this analysis. However, if a patient experienced the onset 

of a second exacerbation within 21 days of the onset of the first exacerbation, 

this second event will not be counted.  The onset date of the exacerbation will be 

the date steroids or a hospitalization started. Additional secondary analysis will 

be performed adjusting for age, gender, baseline FEV1, and geographic location. 

 

2.3.2 Primary Genetic Outcome: Specific Aim 2 
The primary hypothesis of this aim is that subjects homozygous for the 

arginine/arginine genotype in the Tio/ICS arm will demonstrate superior 

treatment response (as measured by time to first exacerbation) to Arg/Arg 

homozygotes in the LABA/ICS arm. Thus, assuming a recessive genetic model, 

we will fit a Cox proportional hazards model with the binary treatment indicator, 

a binary genotype indicator (Arg/Arg vs. Arg/Gly and Gly/Gly), and the 

interaction of the two. Furthermore, we will conduct separate analyses 

comparing the four treatment-genotype groups using the log-rank test. Finally, 

we will fit a Poisson model, comparing annualized mean rates of exacerbations. 

The model will include the binary treatment indicator, the Arg/Arg vs. other 

genotype groups and the interaction of the two. We will estimate the annualized 
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mean rates of exacerbations for each of the four treatment-genotype 

combinations. The analysis will be adjusted for age and gender.  If significant 

associations are observed, we will conduct additional sensitivity analyses to 

assess the effects of baseline FEV1 (as percent predicted), and geographic 

location on the genetic association. To confirm that the recessive model is the 

most appropriate, if significant associations are observed, we will contrast these 

associations with those under an additive model (using an ordinal variable coded 

0, 1, or 2 corresponding to the number of Arg alleles) and dominant model 

(Gly/Gly  vs. Arg/Arg and Arg/Gly). 

  

2.4 Secondary Endpoint Analysis  
 

2.4.1 Health Related Quality of Life (HRQOL): AQLQ 

Linear mixed model will be employed to compare the two treatments on the 

changes in AQLQ. Change will be defined as the difference from the baseline 

value. The model will use AQLQ data from all available assessments and the 

predictors (included as fixed-effects) will include continuous time of assessment 

as a linear and quadratic term, treatment indicator and the interaction of 

treatment and the two time variables. Independent random-effects will be 

included for intercept, linear and quadratic time. The significance of either of the 

two interaction terms will be used to determine if treatment effect on health 

related quality of life differs during the course of the treatment. Treatment 

effects at various time points will be estimated using the model. An additional 

analysis adjusting for age, gender, FEV1, and geographic location will be 

conducted. For the purpose of this analysis, questionnaires with less than two-

thirds of questions answered will be considered not valid and treated as missing.      

 

2.4.2 Asthma Control: ACQ6 

Linear mixed model will be employed to compare the two treatments on the 

changes in ACQ6. Change will be defined as the difference from the baseline 

value. The model will use ACQ6 data from all available assessments and the 

predictors (included as fixed-effects) will include continuous time of assessment 

as a linear and quadratic term, treatment indicator and the interaction of 
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treatment and the two time variables. Independent random-effects will be 

included for intercept and linear and quadratic time. The significance of either of 

the two interaction terms will be used to determine if treatment effect on asthma 

control differs during the course of the treatment. Treatment effects at various 

time points will be estimated using the model. An additional analysis adjusting 

for age, gender, FEV1, and geographic location will be conducted. For the 

purpose of this analysis, questionnaires with less than two-thirds of questions 

answered will be considered not valid and treated as missing.      

Two additional sensitivity analyses will be conducted; an analysis with Last 

Observation Carried Forward (LOCF), and a worst case analysis. In the LOCF 

analysis, the value at the last completed visit/assessment will be carried to all 

visits/assessments the subject was supposed to complete. In the worst case 

analysis, the worst observed value for the subject will be carried to all 

visits/assessments the subject was supposed to complete. 

 

2.4.3 Preference Based Quality of Life: Asthma Symptom Utility Index 

Linear mixed model will be employed to compare the two treatments on the 

changes in ASUI. Change will be defined as the difference from the baseline 

value. The model will use ASUI data from all available assessments and the 

predictors (included as fixed-effects) will include continuous time of assessment 

as a linear and quadratic term, treatment indicator and the interaction of 

treatment and the two time variables. Independent random-effects will be 

included for intercept and linear and quadratic time. The significance of either of 

the two interaction terms will be used to determine if treatment effect on  
Asthma Symptom Utility Index differs during the course of the treatment. 

Treatment effects at various time points will be estimated using the model. An 

additional analysis adjusting for age, gender, FEV1, and geographic location 

will be conducted.  

     

   

2.4.4 Symptom Free Days (SFD) 

This questionnaire will determine symptom free days by subtracting the answers 

to Question #4 from 14, the number of days assessed. 
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Linear mixed model will be employed to compare the two treatments on the 

changes in SFD. Change will be defined as the difference from the baseline 

value. The model will use SFD data from all available assessments and the 

predictors (included as random effects) will include continuous time of 

assessment as a linear and quadratic term, treatment indicator and the interaction 

of treatment and the two time variables. Independent random-effects will be 

included for intercept and linear and quadratic time. The significance of either of 

the two interaction terms will be used to determine if treatment effect on 

symptom free days health related quality of life differs during the course of the 

treatment. Treatment effects at various time points will be estimated using the 

model. An additional analysis adjusting for age, gender, FEV1, and geographic 

location will be conducted. In addition, we will be assessing the internal validity 

of the SFD questionnaire in our study population. 

 

2.4.5 FEV1 

2.4.5.1 FEV1 

Linear mixed model will be employed to compare the two treatments on the 

changes in FEV1. Change will be defined as the difference between the FEV1 

measured at the specified study visit and the baseline value. Two analyses will 

be performed: one using measured FEV1 and the other using the percentage of 

the predicted FEV1  The model will use FEV1 data from all available 

assessments and the predictors (included as fixed-effects) will include 

continuous time of assessment as a linear and quadratic term, treatment indicator 

and the interaction of treatment and the two time variables. Independent random-

effects will be included for intercept and linear and quadratic time. The 

significance of either of the two interaction terms will be used to determine if 

treatment effect on FEV1 differ between study arms during the course of the 

treatment. Treatment effects at various time points will be estimated using the 

model. An additional analysis adjusting for age, gender and squared height (for 

FEV1 in liters only), and geographic location (for liters and % predicted) will be 

conducted. Only FEV1 values which did not fail the quality control check will 

be used in the analysis.  
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2.4.5.2 Genetic analyses of FEV1 

The primary hypothesis of this aim is that Arg/Arg homozygotes in the Tio/ICS 

arm will demonstrate higher FEV1 as compared to Arg/Arg homozygotes in the 

LABA/ICS arm. Linear mixed model will be employed to estimate changes in 

FEV1 in the four treatment-genotype groups. Change will be defined as the 

difference from the baseline value. The model will consider the absolute values 

of FEV1 from all available assessments, and the predictors (included as fixed-

effects) will include continuous time of assessment as a linear and quadratic 

term, treatment indicator, genetic indicator (Arg/Arg vs. Arg/Gly and Gly/Gly), 

and the interaction of the treatment, genetic group and the two time variables. 

Independent random-effects will be included for intercept and linear and 

quadratic time. The model will include covariate adjustment for age, gender, 

height and height
2
. Only FEV1 values which did not fail the quality control 

check will be used in the analysis. The significance of either of the three way 

interaction terms will be used to determine if the treatment effect over time 

differs across the four genetic sub-groups. If significant associations are 

observed, we will conduct additional sensitivity analyses to assess the effects of 

duration of asthma and geographic location on the genetic association. To 

confirm that the recessive model is the most appropriate, if significant 

associations are observed, we will contrast these associations with those under 

an additive model (using an ordinal variable coded 0, 1, or 2 corresponding to 

the number of Arg alleles) and dominant model (Gly/Gly  vs. Arg/Arg and 

Arg/Gly).  

 

2.4.5.3 Maximal Achievable FEV1 after Bronchodilator 

The post-bronchodilator FEV1 will be measured at visit 2, one month from 

randomization (if a measurement was not performed at visit 2 it will be 

attempted at visit 3 and visit 3 data will be used instead). Mean values will be 

compared between the two treatment arms. There will be three outcomes 

presented: 

1. Difference in post-bronchodilator FEV1 measured in L and in % predicted 

between ICS/LABA and ICS/TIO  

2. Difference in absolute change in FEV1 measured in L and in % predicted 

after administration of 4 puffs of albuterol between ICS/LABA and ICS/TIO 
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3. Difference in relative (percent) change in FEV1 measured in L and in % 

predicted after administration of 4 puffs of albuterol between ICS/LABA and 

ICS/TIO (post – pre / pre; both for L and % predicted) 

 

 

2.4.6 Rescue Medication Use 

Linear mixed model will be employed to compare the two treatments on the 

changes in rescue medication use. Rescue medication use is defined as the 

average daily number of albuterol puffs reported on each monthly questionnaire. 

Daily numbers will be obtained as the averages of the ordinal categories 

selected.  If “more than 16” is selected, 17 will be used. Change will be defined 

as the difference from the baseline value. The model will use data relevant ACQ 

data from all available assessments and the predictors (included as fixed-effects) 

will include continuous time of assessment as a linear and quadratic term, 

treatment indicator and the interaction of treatment and the two time variables. 

Independent random-effects will be included for intercept and linear and 

quadratic time. The significance of either of the two interaction terms will be 

used to determine if treatment effect on rescue medication use differs during the 

course of the treatment. Treatment effects at various time points will be 

estimated using the model. An additional analysis adjusting for age, gender, 

FEV1, and geographic location will be conducted.  

 

2.4.7 Asthma Deteriorations or Worse 

Time to the first asthma deterioration (or worse) will be analyzed using methods 

analogous to these adopted for analysis of asthma exacerbations.  This analysis 

will consider time to first event, whether it is a deterioration or an exacerbation; 

The two-sided log-rank test will be conducted at the 0.05 level of significance. If 

a patient experienced several asthma deteriorations/exacerbations, the time to the 

first deterioration/exacerbation will be used. Patients who missed their last study 

visit, were not lost to follow up, and did not report a deterioration/exacerbation, 

the last time at which they were known not to have experienced a 

deterioration/exacerbation (exit date) will be used as their end of follow-up. For 

patients who missed their last study visit, were lost to follow up, and did not 

report a deterioration/exacerbation, the last time at which they were known not 
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to have experienced a deterioration/exacerbation (last questionnaire, visit, or 

contact) will be used as their end of follow-up. 

If the exact day of the deterioration/exacerbation is unknown, but the week is 

known, then the Wednesday of the week that the deterioration/exacerbation 

started will be used as the start date. 

Another analysis will compare the two treatment arms after adjusting for age, 

gender, FEV1, and geographic location. Cox proportional hazards regression 

will be employed.    

Another secondary analysis will focus on the annualized mean rate of 

deteriorations/exacerbations and will be based on a Poisson regression model 

with time as an offset. All deteriorations and exacerbations experienced by each 

patient during follow-up will be included in this analysis. However, if a patient 

experienced a second deterioration within 21 days of the first deterioration, this 

second event will not be counted. Additional secondary analysis will be 

performed adjusting for age, gender, FEV1, and site group. 

 

2.5 Exploratory Analysis  
 

2.5.1 Genome-wide pharmacogenetic association study 

We will perform an exploratory genome-wide association study of the 

pharmacogenetic response to Tio/ICS vs. LABA/ICS. All subjects with 

sufficient DNA amounts will be genotyped using the Affymetrix Axiom DNA 

Biobank genotyping chip. This chip has been specifically design to capture both 

common genetic variants (those typically associated with common disease like 

asthma) and rare genetic variants with frequency of 0.1-1.0% that map to gene 

coding regions. These later variants were identified through the 1000 Genomes 

projects, and are enriched for deleterious coding variants and those previously 

implicated in human disease. Outcome variables will include time to first 

exacerbation and change in FEV1, with adjustment for relevant covariates, as 

outlined in 2.3.2. Due to power considerations, analysis will be restricted to 

common variants with an allele frequency of at least 10%. Additive models will 

be considered by coding genotypes as 0, 1, or 2 copies of the minor allele. To 

account for population stratification, we will perform principal components 
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analysis with EIGENSTRAT using 250,000 random common variants (Price 

2006). Outliers will be removed from analysis, and derived eigenvectors will be 

considered as covariates in the primary regression models. We will also 

calculate the genomic inflation factor (lambda), and adjust final p-values 

accordingly to account for any residual genetic confounding. Statistical 

significance accounting for multiple testing will be determined by permutation 

testing, with significant results declared at a False Discovery Rate (FDR) of 0.05 

(Benjamini 1995). Secondary analysis will include (i) weight-based analysis that 

account for functional impacts of variants (eQTLs, deleterious coding variants); 

(ii) Gene-Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA); and (iii) Network-based 

approaches.  

2.5.2. Racial Admixture 

Most studies of race-specific differences in response to asthma therapies are 

based on patient-reported racial designations. The availability of genome-wide 

SNP data enables more formal quantification of racial composition, thereby 

providing the opportunity to evaluate the influence of race on treatment response 

more rigorously. Individual admixture estimates will be determined using the 

program STRUCTURE as previously performed for other asthma studies (Tsai 

2005). The number of racial subgroups to consider will be determined by 

inspecting STRUCTURE plots, but will limit testing to no more than four 

subgroups to assure adequate statistical power. We will fit Cox proportional 

hazards models to assess time to first exacerbation, with the binary treatment 

indicator, a racial group indicator variable, and the interaction of the two. The 

largest racial subgroup will serve as reference. Similarly, we will use linear 

mixed models that include terms for time since randomization to assess change 

in FEV1. Potential confounders that will be considered include but will not be 

limited to age, sex, race/ethnicity, BMI, asthma duration, medication use, and 

recruitment site. Height and height-squared will be covariates in the longitudinal 

model to account for age related changes in height in the adolescents. 

 

2.6 Study Parameters  
 

2.6.1 Demographics and Baseline Characteristics 
Demographic and baseline characteristics will be presented for all patients, 

including but not limited to: 
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� Age  

� Gender (Male, Female)  

� Ethnicity  

� Height 

� Weight 

� Body Mass Index 

� Smoking history and environment 

� Spirometry data (FEV1 and FVC, each in both L and % predicted) 

� Asthma and related medical history 

� Screening/baseline medication. 

 

2.6.2 Randomization and Discontinuation  
 

We will present numbers of subjects randomized by each site as well as list all 

premature discontinuations and identify their reasons. 

 

2.6.3 Safety and Clinical Parameters 
 

2.6.3.1 Adverse Events  

An adverse event is defined as any detrimental change in the subject’s condition, 
whether it is related to an exacerbation of asthma or to another unrelated illness. 

Adverse events will be monitored throughout the study. 

Adverse events will be mapped to the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory 

Activities (MedDRA™) dictionary. Adverse events will be summarized to the 
time point of interest by tabulating the number and percentages of patients with 

an event by MedDRA™ System Organ Class and Preferred Term. 
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2.6.3.2 Serious Adverse Events  

Serious Adverse Events (SAEs) will be defined following ICH Guidelines as 

any adverse drug experience occurring at any dose that results in any of the 

following outcomes:  death, a life-threatening adverse drug experience, in-

patient hospitalization, or prolongation of existing hospitalization, a persistent or 

significant disability/incapacity, or a congenital anomaly/birth defect. Important 

medical events that may not result in death, be life threatening, or require 

hospitalization may be considered a serious adverse study medication experience 

when, based upon appropriate medical judgment, they jeopardize the patient and 

may require medical or surgical intervention to prevent one of the outcomes 

listed in this definition. Site personnel have been instructed to report any AEs 

meeting these criteria within 24 hours of their knowledge of the event so study 

investigators can determine if any expedited reporting or source documentation 

review is necessary. Serious Adverse Events will be presented in the same 

manner as Adverse Events. 
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3 TABLES, FIGURES AND LISTINGS  
 

Figure 1.0 Consort Diagram 

 (shell to be added once finalized) 
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Table 3.1.a. Kaplan-Meyer Analysis of Time-to-exacerbation: ITT - Overall 
 

Time (Days) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 240 300 360 480 540 
# Entered             
# At Risk             

# Censored             
# Events             

% Cumulative Incidence             
SE             

 

Figure 3.1.a. Kaplan-Meyer Analysis of Time-to-exacerbation: ITT - Overall 
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Table 3.1.b. Kaplan-Meyer Analysis of Time-to-exacerbation: ITT – By 
Treatment 

 
Time (Days) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 240 300 360 480 540 

LABA             
# Entered             
# At Risk             

# Censored             
# Events             

% Cumulative Incidence             
SE             

TIO             
# Entered             
# At Risk             

# Censored             
# Events             

% Cumulative Incidence             
SE             

Tests Between Groups             
 Test P-value           
 Log-Rank            
 Wilcoxon            

 
 

Figure 3.1.b. Kaplan-Meyer Analysis of Time-to-exacerbation: ITT – By 
Treatment 
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Table 3.1.Analysis of time to exacerbation: ITT 
 
 

Time to First Event Measure LABA TIO p-value 
Unadjusted Cox regression Hazard Ratio (95% CI) 1.0   
Adjusted Cox regression* Hazard Ratio (95% CI) 1.0   

 
All Events Measure LABA TIO p-value 
Unadjusted Poisson Regression Annualized rate ratio (95% CI) 1.0   
Adjusted Poisson Regression* Annualized rate ratio (95% CI) 1.0   

 
ictal  

* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV. 
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Table 3.2.Time to Exacerbation - genetic analyses: ITT 
 

Analysis 
Genetic 
Group Measure LABA TIO 

p-value 
 (LABA vs TIO) 

p-value 
(Interaction) 

Kaplan-Meyer estimate+ Arg/Arg      Frequency     
  12m rate (95% CI)     
 Arg/Gly      Frequency     
  12m rate (95% CI)     
 Gly/Gly      Frequency     
  12m rate (95% CI)     
 LOG RANK 

p-value   
     

Kaplan-Meyer estimate+ Arg/Arg      12m rate (95% CI)     
 Arg/Gly or 

Gly/Gly 
12m rate (95% CI)     

 LOG RANK 
p-value   

     

Unadjusted Cox Regression Arg/Arg      Hazard Ratio 95%     
 Arg/Gly or 

Gly/Gly 
     

Adjusted Cox Regression* Arg/Arg      Hazard Ratio 95%     
 Arg/Gly or 

Gly/Gly 
     

Unadjusted Poisson Regression Arg/Arg      Annualized Rate Ratio (95% CI)     
 Arg/Gly or 

Gly/Gly 
     

Adjusted Poisson Regression* Arg/Arg      Annualized Rate Ratio (95% CI)     
 Arg/Gly or 

Gly/Gly 
     

 
dictall 

+  discontinuations censored 
* Adjusted for age and gender. 
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Figure 4.1.Model-based change from baseline in AQLQ: ITT 
 

Table 4.1.Model-based from baseline change in AQLQ: ITT 
 

 Unadjusted Adjusted* 
Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  

Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 
1             
6             
12             
18             

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
Year         

            

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
year2  

            

 
* Adjusted for site, age, gender and percent baseline FEV. 
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Figure 4.2. Model-based change from baseline in ACQ: ITT 
 

Table 4.2.1 Model-based from baseline change in ACQ: ITT 
 Unadjusted Adjusted* 

Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  
Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 

1             
2             
3             
4             
5             
6             
7             
8             
9             
10             
11             
12             
13             
14             
15             
16             
17             
18             

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year 

            

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year2 

            

* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV 
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Table 4.2.2.a.  Model-based change in ACQ: ITT - Sensitivity Analysis: LOCF 
 

 Unadjusted Adjusted* 
Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  

Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 
1             
2             
3             
4             
5             
6             
7             
8             
9             
10             
11             
12             
13             
14             
15             
16             
17             
18             

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year 

            

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year2 

            

* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV.
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Table 4.2.2.b. Model-based change in ACQ: ITT - Sensitivity Analysis: WOCF 
 

 Unadjusted Adjusted* 
Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  

Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 
1             
2             
3             
4             
5             
6             
7             
8             
9             
10             
11             
12             
13             
14             
15             
16             
17             
18             

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year 

            

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year2 

            

* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV. 
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 Figure 4.3.Model-based change from baseline in ASUI: ITT 
 

Table 4.3.Model-based from baseline change in ASUI: ITT 
 Unadjusted Adjusted* 

Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  
Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 

1             
6             
12             
18             

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year 

            

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year2 

            

 
* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV1. 
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Figure 4.4.1.Model-based change from baseline in number of symptom free days (SFDQ5): ITT 
 

Table 4.4.1.Model-based change from baseline in number of symptom free days (SFDQ5): ITT 
 

 Unadjusted Adjusted* 
Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  

Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 
1             
2             
3             
4             
5             
6             
7             
8             
9             
10             
11             
12             
13             
14             
15             
16             
17             
18             

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
year 

            

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
year2 

            

* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV1.
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Figure 4.4.2.Model-based change from baseline in number of symptom free days (14-SFQD4): ITT 
 

Table 4.4.2.Model-based change in number of symptom free days (14-SFDQ4): ITT 
 Unadjusted Adjusted* 

Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  
Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 

1             
2             
3             
4             
5             
6             
7             
8             
9             
10             
11             
12             
13             
14             
15             
16             
17             
18             

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
year 

            

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
year2 

            

* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV1.
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Figure 4.5.1.a. Model-based change from baseline in measured FEV1: ITT 
 

Table 4.5.1.a.Model-based change from baseline in measured FEV1: ITT 
 Unadjusted Adjusted* 

Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  
Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 

1             
6             
12             
18             

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
Year         

            

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
year2  

            

 
* Adjusted for site, age, gender, height and squared height. 
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Table 4.5.2.a.Genetic analyses of model-based change from baseline in measured FEV1: ITT 
 Unadjusted Adjusted* 

 Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  
Genoty
pe Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 
Arg/Arg 1             

 6             
 12             
 18             

Arg/Gly 
or 

Gly/Gly 

1             

 6             
 12             
 18             

P-value 
for 
interacti
on of 
genotyp
e and 
treatme
nt over 
time 

                 

P-value 
for 
interacti
on of 
genotyp
e and 
treatme
nt and 
squared 
time 

                 

* Adjusted for age, gender, height and squared height. 
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Figure 4.5.1.b.Model-based change from baseline in % predicted FEV1: ITT 
 

Table 4.5.1.b.Model-based change from baseline in % predicted FEV1: ITT 
 

 Unadjusted Adjusted* 
Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  

Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 
1             
6             
12             
18             

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
Year         

            

p-value 
for 
interactio
n with 
year2  

            

 
* Adjusted for site, age. 
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Table 4.5.2.b.Genetic analyses of model-based change from baseline in % Predicted FEV1: ITT 
 Unadjusted Adjusted* 

 Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  
Genotype Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 

Arg/Arg 1             
 6             
 12             
 18             

Arg/Gly or 
Gly/Gly 

1             

 6             
 12             
 18             

P-value for 
interaction of 
genotype and 
treatment over 
time 

         

          

P-value for 
interaction of 
genotype and 
treatment and 
squared time 

         

          

 
* Adjusted for age. 
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Table 4.5.3. Maximal Achievable FEV1 after 4 puffs of Albuterol: ITT 
 

Analysis 
Overall 

(N=1071) LABA TIO 
Difference 
[95% CI]1  P-value1  

Post-bronchodilator FEV1(L)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Absolute change in FEV1 (L) (post-
bronchodilator - pre-bronchodilator) 

     

    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Relative change in FEV1 (L) (post-pre / 
pre) 

     

    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Post-bronchodilator FEV1(% predicted)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Absolute change in FEV1 (% predicted) 
(post-bronchodilator - pre-bronchodilator) 

     

    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Relative change in FEV1 (% predicted) 
(post-pre / pre) 

     

    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median      
    Range (Min,Max)      

                                    1 P-values and 95% Confidence Interval are based on Two-sample t-test 
dictall 
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Figure 4.6. Model-based change from baseline in Rescue Medication: ITT 
 

Table 4.6.Model-based from baseline change in rescue medication use: ITT 
 

 Unadjusted Adjusted* 
Metric LABA TIO  LABA TIO  

Month N Mean N Mean Difference P-value N Mean N Mean Difference P-value 
1             
2             
3             
4             
5             
6             
7             
8             
9             
10             
11             
12             
13             
14             
15             
16             
17             
18             

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year 

            

p-value 
for 

interactio
n with 
year2 

            

* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV1. 
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Figure 4.7.a. Kaplan-Meyer analysis of Time-to-deterioration or worse: ITT - Overall 
 

Time (Days) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 240 300 360 480 540 
# Entered             
# At Risk             

# Censored             
# Events             

% Cumulative Incidence             
SE             
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Figure 4.7.b Kaplan-Meyer analysis of Time-to-deterioration or worse: ITT 
 

Time (Days) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 240 300 360 480 540 
LABA             

# Entered             
# At Risk             

# Censored             
# Events             

% Cumulative Incidence             
SE             

TIO             
# Entered             
# At Risk             

# Censored             
# Events             

% Cumulative Incidence             
SE             

Tests Between Groups             
 Test P-value           
 Log-Rank            
 Wilcoxon            
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Table 4.7.Deteriorations Or Worse: ITT 
 

Time to First Event Measure LABA TIO p-value 
Unadjusted Cox regression Hazard Ratio (95% CI) 1.0   
Adjusted Cox regression* Hazard Ratio (95% CI) 1.0   

 
All Events Measure LABA TIO p-value 
Unadjusted Poisson Regression Annualized mean rate (95% CI) 1.0   
Adjusted Poisson Regression* Annualized mean rate (95% CI) 1.0   

 
dictall 

 
* Adjusted for site, age, gender and baseline percent FEV. 
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Table 6.1.1.a. Baseline Demographics and Medical History: ITT 
 

Patient Characteristics 
Overall (N=1071 

Subjects) LABA TIO Diff [95% CI] P-value 
Age (years)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Gender      
    Male      
Ethnicity      
   Hispanic/Latino      
   Not Hispanic/Latino      
Height (cm)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Weight (kg)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
BMI      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Smoking Environment      
    Yes      
Smoke in the Past      
FEV1 (% predicted)      
  <60%      
  60-79%      
   >=80%      
FEV1 (L)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
FEV1 (% predicted)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
FVC (L)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
FVC (% predicted)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Years from First Asthma Diagnosis (yrs)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Past Experience of Asthma Episodes in the Past 
Twelve Months Requiring an Unscheduled Office 
Visit/Emergency Room Visit/Hospitalized 

     

Baseline Medications      
  Any LABA Alone      
  Any ICS Alone      
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Patient Characteristics 
Overall (N=1071 

Subjects) LABA TIO Diff [95% CI] P-value 
  Combination Therapy with One Delivery System (one 
device) 

     

  Combination Therapy with Two Delivery Systems (two 
devices) 

     

  ICS Plus Combination Therapy      
  Combination LABA, Non-Combination LABA, and 
Inhaled Steriod 

     

  None      
  Combination LABA & Non-Combination LABA      
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There were 2-3 exceptions of FEV1 lower than 40 permitted by the study PIs. 
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Table 6.1.1.b. Spirometry Quality Score at Baseline: ITT 
 

Patient Characteristics 
Overall 

(N=1071 Subjects) LABA TIO Diff [95% CI] P-value*** 
Quality Score (Pre-Albuterol)*      
   A      
   B      
   C      
   Pass**      
   Fail**      
   D      
   Pass**      
   Fail**      
   F      
   Pass**      
   Fail**      
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* These spirometry quality scores are automatically generated by the spirometer to grade the lung function test and recorded by the site in the 
study database.  The scale is A to F (A being the best). 
** Dr. Shamsah Kazani, BELT study pulmonologist from BWH, reviews these scores as well as data from each test and provides feedback to 
sites with poor quality scores in order to remediate their performance. Grades A and B are automatic passing grades.  Grades C, D, and F are 
reviewed again by Dr. Kazani who issues a "pass" or "fail" grade based upon her clinical judgment. Sites with multiple fail grades are 
contacted by Dr. Kazani and provided remedial education to correct the issues. 
***P-value was computed using the Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel test, and was used to determine the significance of the difference of Quality 
Score between the two treatments,  
Note: Dr. Kazani's QC score is not mandatory, therefore, it is possible that not all C, D or Fs scores have a QC score (fail, pass). 
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Table 6.1.2 Baseline Respiratory Results: ITT 
 

Patient Characteristics 
Overall 

(N=1071 Subjects) LABA TIO Diff [95% CI] P-value 
AQLQ      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
ACQ      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
ASUI      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Number of symptom free days (SFDQ5)      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Number of symptom free days (14-
SFDQ4) 

     

    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
Rescue Medication      
    Mean ± SD (N)      
    Median (Q1,Q3)      
    Range (Min,Max)      
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Note: All results in this table are patient reported. 
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Table 6.2.3.a. Kaplan-Meier analysis of Time to Discontinuation: ITT - Overall 
 

Time (Days) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 240 300 360 480 540 570 
# Entered              
# At Risk              

# Censored              
# Events              

% Cumulative Incidence              
SE              

 

Table 6.2.3.b Kaplan-Meier analysis of Time to Discontinuation: ITT 
 

Time (Days) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 240 300 360 480 540 570 
LABA              

# Entered              
# At Risk              

# Censored              
# Events              

% Cumulative Incidence              
SE              

TIO              
# Entered              
# At Risk              

# Censored              
# Events              

% Cumulative Incidence              
SE              

Tests Between Groups              
 Type of 

Test 
P-value            

 Log-Rank             
 Wilcoxon             
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Table 6.2.1. Randomization by Site : ITT 
 

Site Site Name Site Location 

Date First 
Patient 

Randomized 

Date Last 
Patient 

Randomized Total 
001  Montefiore Medical Group Bronx, NY 13JUL2011 28DEC2012 52 
003  Einstein Medical Group Bronx, NY 05JUL2011 14DEC2012 50 
005  Northwestern University Chicago, IL 26MAY2011 10DEC2012 64 
007  Wayne State University Detroit, MI 28APR2011 03JUN2011 2 
009  Family Medicine Occupational Health 

Center 
Shaker Heights, OH 30MAR2011 09FEB2012 77 

013  G A Carmichael FHC Canton, MS 16MAY2011 25JUL2012 33 
015  AAPHC Newton, GA 07JUL2011 13NOV2012 23 
017  UNYNET-Jefferson Family Medicine Buffalo, NY 02AUG2011 25AUG2011 2 
021  Urban Family Practice Marietta, GA 02MAY2011 03APR2012 36 
023  BJHCHS - Hardeeville Medical Center Hardeeville, SC 08JUN2011 28DEC2012 36 
027  Swope Parkway Health Center Kansas City, MO 18APR2011 13DEC2012 104 
029  UFL Community Health and Family 

Medicine 
Gainesville, FL 26JUL2011 19DEC2012 108 

031  University of Kansas Hospital Kansas City, KS 20JUL2011 31OCT2012 15 
033  Brigham and Womens Hospital Boston, MA 04AUG2011 31DEC2012 69 
035  RST Data Research Inc Decatur, GA 14JUN2011 28DEC2012 59 
037  Dayton Clinical Research Dayton, OH 06JUN2011 17AUG2012 49 
041  University of Tennessee at Memphis Memphis, TN 12DEC2011 06DEC2012 86 
043  University of Alabama Birmingham, AL 02MAR2012 12OCT2012 20 
045  University of Texas Medical Branch Galveston, TX 24JAN2012 11OCT2012 21 
047  Mario Coto MD Miami, FL 12APR2012 01JAN2013 165 
Total   30MAR2011 01JAN2013 1071 
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Site 019 was dropped (N= 43) due to issues as determined by independent quality audit. 
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Table 6.2.3 Discontinuations : ITT 
 

 Overall LABA TIO 
Total Randomized Subjects    
 Discontinued Subjects    
   Reason for Discontinuation    
     Adverse event    
     Death    
     Lack of efficacy    
     Lost to follow-up    
     Investigator decision (before treatment)    
     Investigator decision (after treatment)    
     Pregnancy    
     Protocol violation    
     Withdrew consent prior to treatment    
     Withdrew consent after treatment    
     Withdrawn due to asthma exacerbations    
     Other    
 Completed the study     
 Subjects still on study    
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Table 6.3.1 Non-Asthma Related Treatment Emergent Adverse Event: ITT 
 

Treatment Emergent Adverse Events 
Total 

(N=1071 Subjects) LABA TIO 
Any Adverse Event    
System Organ Class    
    Preferred Term    
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Table 6.3.2 Non-Asthma Related Treatment Emergent Serious Adverse 
Events: ITT 

 
Treatment Emergent Serious  Adverse 
Events 

Total 
(N=1071 Subjects) LABA TIO 

Any Serious Adverse Event    
System Organ Class    
    Preferred Term    
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APPENDIX   
The initial set of questionnaires for the AQLQ and ACQ6 scales contained incorrect 

labels (the direction of the intensity was correct but the verbal descriptions came from a 

different question). The error was corrected in the course of the study. As a result 

sensitivity analyses will be conducted analyzing only data based solely on the correct 

questionnaires. If the results remain consistent, the results based on all data points will be 

considered as primary (information from the incorrect questionnaires will be treated as 

imputed missing data). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


